
THE CHALLENGE
Following a catastrophic fire at previous property, this manufacturing and distribution 
company wanted to take the opportunity to create a custom-built warehouse with 
improved security features to protect against vandalism, together with using technology as 
a management tool for the future.

Secure One was appointed by the Main Contractor to deliver on a challenging set of 
requirements. The new warehouse covered approximately 1500m2, over 3 floors. Given the 
issues faced by the business previously, getting the security right on the new premises 
was critical.

THE SPECIFICATION
Working closely with the client, it was clear that there would need to be considerable CCTV 
coverage across the entire site, both internal and external, in order to satisfy the security 
and management reporting requirements. 

36 colour HD digital cameras were specified and installed across the site. 11 External 
CCTV cameras were positioned with sight of boundaries and 25 CCTV cameras were 
located inside the building to monitor the key flow areas of packaging and distribution. 
There were also x4 50” inch screens mounted to the wall, visible to all office staff, to focus 
on productivity levels and stock protection.

Together with the CCTV cameras, a Grade 2 intruder alarm was installed supported by 
Dual Comm GPRS Grade 4 monitoring. Access control was also added to manage the staff 
entrance, providing reassurance and management reporting.

THE OUTCOME
“Secure One was recommended to us for our new build and the experience with dealing 
with Mark and his team were great. They listened to exactly what I wanted and provided 
a very good solution. The installation team, especially Paul and Dave took great care to 
make sure that the job was installed professionally and neatly and made sure we were 
happy. I would certainly highly recommend using secure one for all your security needs.”

Samuel Cohen 
Director Innovation Trading Company

Based in Edmonton, London, Innovation Trading 
are a family run, wholesale business that has been 
supplying quality schoolwear for nearly five decades. 
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